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• that, if one of those big insurance companies
bought a trophy asset in New York, it would
make them look bad in the eyes of the government – even if the money came from offshore.”
However, this source and others say
second-tier companies with access to US dollar
funds outside China may continue to make
investments.
Just how deep that offshore well of non-remnimbi capital is, no one knows for sure. “Obviously,” says one source, “the pool will eventually
get exhausted.”
In some markets, the Chinese are sourcing
funding locally – if not from local banks, from
non-bank lenders. Australia’s richest man, the
apartment developer, Harry Triguboff, says he
is prepared to lend up to AUD400m in 2017 to
help Chinese buyers settle. He financed buyers
to the tune of AUD200m in 2016.
James Sialepis, director of sales at Meriton, the company founded by Triguboff, says:
“Demand for Meriton finance is continually
growing due to the capital outflow restrictions
in China, coupled with disinterested local banks
which refuse to entertain overseas purchasers. It’s not our intention to sell only with our
finance. The finance simply offers security for
our purchasers, knowing that they will be able
to settle on completion.”
Chinese investment in residential markets in
Australia, Canada, the US and UK is considerable, but goes unrecorded by global firms such
as CBRE and JLL.
In its latest annual report, Australia’s Foreign
Investment Review Board said it approved
Chinese investment totalling AUD47.3bn in
2015-16. Of this, AUD31.9bn was going into real
estate, mostly residential development.
For Chinese institutional investors, such as
insurance companies, office and hotel assets
remained the focus globally. Office and
hotels accounted for 85% of capital outflows in
2016.
“The biggest transaction of 2016 was a hotel
acquisition in the US by a Chinese investor,”
says Li, referring to Anbang’s purchase of Strategic Hotels & Resorts for $6.5bn from Blackstone. Anbang had earlier bought the Waldorf
Astoria for $1.95bn.
As office towers become more expensive, Li
expects Chinese buyers to explore alternative
sectors, such as senior housing, to gain higher
yields.
Chinese investors are not compromising on
destination. The US remains the most attractive,

Top 5 investment destinations 2014-16, (US$bn)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

2014
Country
UK
US
Japan
Australia
Hong Kong

Total
3.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.1

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

2015
Country
US
Australia
Hong Kong
UK
Singapore

Total
6.4
3.7
2.6
1.8
0.9

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

2016
Country
US
Hong Kong
South Korea
UK
Australia

Total
13.9
3.9
2.2
2.1
2.0

Source: CBRE
Note: Transactions include all real estate transactions, with the exception of development sites

“Tightened
capital
controls will
likely remain
in place”
Alan Li

followed by Hong Kong and the UK.
Until now, insurance companies, like
Anbang, Ping An and China Life, have been the
drivers of China’s outbound investment among
Chinese institutional entities.
“We worked out that if they allocated 10% of
assets under management to global real estate,
the insurers would have a collective allocation of
$250bn,” says Green-Morgan. “They represent
a core group of active investors. They can do
serial deals in the same year. Other Chinese
groups may do a big deal of $400m-500m and
that will be it.”
He adds: “Chinese insurance companies are
taking global expansion very seriously. They
are putting a lot of work into strategy and the
countries they are investing in.”
With more experience of investing globally,
Li says Chinese institutions are looking for
direct ownership, or to partner in clubs and
joint ventures with local participants.
Ping An, a trailblazer when, in 2013, it
bought the Lloyds of London headquarters in
London for £260m, is one that has gone down
the joint-venture route. In Australia, Ping An
has entered deals with QIC, the Brisbane-based
global fund manager, and two listed Australian

property groups, Mirvac and LendLease.
Ping An now has two residential joint
ventures with Mirvac. Last December, it took a
25% stake in what will be Australia’s tallest office
tower, the AUD1.5bn Circular Quay Tower in
Sydney. The developer, Lendlease, retains a 30%
stake; Japan’s Mitshibushi has a 25% stake.
Li says some investors that prefer control
have considered working with retained advisers.
He says: “Retained advisers with a strong brand
can gain trust from local market participants
on behalf of the Chinese investor, as well as
manage expectations from each party involved
in the deal to cross any culture gaps. The advice
of a local partner or retained adviser can also be
invaluable for navigating an unfamiliar regulatory landscape.”
CIC entrusted Mirvac with management
of the Investa Property Trust portfolio of
prime office in Australia, which it bought for
AUD2.45bn in 2015. It also has an understanding, that it will have first refusal to office buildings in Mirvac’s development pipelines.
Mirvac and other Australian groups – like
their peers around the world – see relationships with a strong Chinese entity as mutually
beneficial.
Campbell Hanan, Mirvac’s head of office
and industrial, says: “Our relationships with
significant global capital partners provide us
with the opportunity to diversify funding and
to leverage our investment management, asset
creation and repositioning expertise. From the
partner’s perspective, local relationships within
Australia provide access to prime real estate
opportunities.”
As the market sees it, the Chinese push
to diversify globally is a long-term objective,
which has been inconveniently interrupted by
its government’s own crackdown on offshore
investment.

INVESTOR UNIVERSE switzerland The pressure to increase real assets exposure is
pushing Swiss pension funds into new markets and approaches. Barbara Ottawa reports

Scaling new heights

S

ince 2006, the average real estate allocation among Swiss pension funds has
increased by one third and currently stands
at around 19%, according to the latest Credit
Suisse survey.
The growing appetite for real estate is creating a pressure to find suitable investments.
AFIAA, an investment foundation for Swiss
pension funds, is also feeling this load. At the
end of March 2017, the AFIAA had 45 pension
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funds as members and committed funds
amounting to CHF1.7bn (€1.4bn). “Around 6.5%
of those have not been invested yet,” says Ingo
Bofinger, who took over as CEO in January. “We
are registering more and more interest from
smaller Pensionskassen. They are all in constant
need of new investment opportunities as their
portfolios continue to grow. They virtually have
no alternative.”
Direct investments in real estate are set

to double over the next five years to CHF3bn
as AFIAA brings new investors on board and
reinvests capital gains, while using up to 20%
leverage. “We only use debt locally to help
hedge currencies like the Australian dollar,”
Bofinger says.
AFIAA has begun to offer indirect real estate
investments as well, having only previously
invested directly since its 2004 inception. Last
year, investment group Avadis, which AFIAA •
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• has been part of since 2014, hired CBRE
Global Investment Partners for the mandate. It
is now being transferred to AFIAA and is open
to existing and prospective AFIAA members.
“Currently, we are only investing directly in
foreign properties but we will add a well diversified indirect fund this year,” says Bofinger.
“Some prefer to go global via direct investments
because they can see exactly where they are
investing. Others like the idea of being highly
diversified.”
Last year, Publica – Switzerland’s largest
public pension fund – announced its move into
global real estate. For its first investment in the
asset class, the CHF38bn fund, will be investing
in “broadly diversified open-ended funds”, says
private market specialist Tobias Schäfer. “We
are still in the set-up phase.”
Last year, the fund set a 4% target allocation
for international real estate for the CHF34.5bn
open portfolios it is managing. For domestic real
estate, the target quota is 7%.
Publica has finalised its selection of managers for its US exposure, which is to make up 50%
of the international real estate portfolio. “Currently, we are planning the Asia portfolio with a
target exposure of 20%,” Schäfer says. “After that
– most likely in 2018 – we will start building the
exposure to European properties, which are to
make up another 30%.”
Publica is looking for broad diversification
and is “looking at all sectors” in these markets,
he says. The currency exposure from this globalisation is hedged via an overlay structure.
One sector AFIAA is not seeking to add to
its portfolio is residential. In its direct global
investments, the collective vehicle will stay
focused on office (around 80%), commercial
(11%) and niche markets (6%) like hotels or special-use spaces within commercial properties.
“We do not want to add residential properties or other real estate shareholdings, because
we want to offer our members a clear investment profile,” he says.
Stephan Kloess, chairman of the investment
board of AFIAA and founder of the Kloess Real
Estate consultancy, mentions another reason
why investors might avoid housing. “Residential
is less interesting for many Swiss investors when
going abroad because this is their main investment segment for domestic properties,” he says.
“The challenge with international residential is
also that there are virtually no funds diversified
over several countries due to legal complexity in
the segment.”
Swiss pension funds tend to stick to office
and retail. “Before going into specialist properties, they rather look abroad or change investment styles,” Kloess says. He says “experienced”
real estate investors are an exception. “They
look at hotels and healthcare objects for
diversification.”
“Swiss investors have accepted the diversification effect of international property investments and also its potential to offer additional
returns,” says Kloess. But, he points out Swiss
Pensionskassen are still a long way from reaching the limit for foreign real estate investments:
“Exposure to non-domestic real estate is capped
at 10%, but we are not even at one fifth in Swiss
portfolios.”
According to Credit Suisse, the average
indirect exposure to foreign real estate by Swiss
institutions stood at 0.85% of total assets –
slightly less than the 1% in the previous year.
The exposure to direct foreign properties is at
0.3% and looks to be rising.
Given the low-interest-rate environment and
the search for yield, Kloess thinks the investment framework should be overhauled. “Regulators might reconsider the hybrid character of
real estate,” he says. “The capital grow compoIPe REAL ESTATE SPECIAL ISSUE 2017

“We do not
want to add
residential
properties
or other
real estate
shareholdings,
because we
want to offer our members a
clear investment profile”

Tobias Schäfer

nent from the equities and the stable cash-flow
component from the bonds.”
As for developments, Kloess says they are
mostly domestic and rarely abroad. “Swiss pension funds are solely investing in developments
in their own portfolios or to develop properties
which are then taken into the portfolio,” he
says. “Development abroad is very limited. For
additional risk premiums, Swiss investors rather
go indirect into value-add than private equity
structures for opportunistic investments.”
The AFIAA has set itself a strict risk profile.
“We will not go beyond core and core-plus,” says
Bofinger. “We want to offer our members added
value by not only investing in properties but also
actively managing them. Therefore, we are also
looking at properties that might have a small
vacancy rate or refurbishing needs.”
As an example, Bofinger mentions refurbishments in Sydney and Munich to suit the nee ds
of new tenants. “The most important thing for

“Regulators might reconsider
the hybrid character of real
estate. The capital grow
component from the equities
and the stable cash-flow
component from the bonds”
Stephan Kloess

us is a very good location because this ensures
that we will always get new tenants,” he says.
“Even in times of economic difficulties, a good
location will ensure that it is not a question if
we will see interest in our property but only a
question of time.”
AFIAA – as well as other Swiss and German
investors – has found some of these “very good
locations” for offices in Australian cities like
Sydney and Melbourne.
Sydney is also named as one of the hotspots
for commercial investments. “In those cities
rental growth is expected as the economic situation improves and demand cannot be satisfied
by existing properties,” says Bofinger.
But he says Australia, like any other market,
has to be viewed heterogeneously. “In Perth, for
example, the property market is down as it is
highly correlated to commodities and only interesting for cyclical investors. It has completely
different market dynamics to other Australian
cities.”

“The most
important
thing for us is a
very good
location
because this
ensures that
we will always
get new tenants”

Ingo Bofinger

AFIAA’s investments are in Europe (45%),
North America ( just over 30%) and Australia
(24%). It has set up local offices to “stay in close
contact with the existing or future tenants”
and to discuss changes at an early stage,
Bofinger says.

Infrastructure also a challenge

Another trend registered in the statistics, is the
increase in infrastructure exposure. According
to Swiss consultancy Complementa, the share of
infrastructure within the alternatives exposure
in Swiss portfolios is growing but still under 1%
on average.
“Compared to Great Britain, for example, the
Swiss infrastructure market has a lot of catching
up to do,” says Sergio Bortolin, CEO at the
CHF14bn ASGA collective pension fund. “And
this will remain the case for quite some time.”
ASGA currently has 1.8% in infrastructure
with a strategic quota of 2% for 2017. By 2020,
the fund wants to grow this to 5%.
Investments are “in principle” made globally but ASGA has put the focus on developed
markets, says Bortolin. “We invest 15% of the
infrastructure portfolio in emerging markets
at the most. At the moment, we have general
partners which invest in Brazil, South Korea and
Slovakia.”
As for developed markets, ASGA is invested
in the US, Canada and Germany via thirdparty fund managers. The domestic exposure
is negligible because of the limited investment
opportunities, Bortolin says. “Infrastructure
projects are still mainly financed by the Swiss
state or institutions close to the state. Institutional investors can almost only invest via
private market deals.”
But Bortolin adds that it is also a problem
of asset management offerings. “There are only
a handful infrastructure managers specialising
in the Swiss market,” he says. “But, very often
those do not have a very long track record.”
The pension fund of Swiss retailer Migros
had 1.5% of its assets invested in infrastructure
last year. To help increase its exposure and to
widen the range of investment opportunities in
the market, the CHF22bn fund added secondary market investments to its portfolio. “So far,
we have made three fund investments on the
secondary markets over the past 12 months,”
says the fund’s chief executive Christoph Ryter.
He says “no particular restrictions” have
been set for the strategy. “It depends on where
we see opportunities.”
Migros is also invested in an infrastructure
fund set up by the Swiss IST Investment Foundation. Ryter notes that this investment “only
makes up a small part” of the fund’s infrastructure portfolio. “The money we earmarked for
the fund has not been fully invested yet.”

